CHANGE-ABLE

Series Proposal

SERIES LOGLINE
In 2119, an Aboriginal Australian girl is kidnapped and taken to
Space School Aurora, where diversely gifted earth and space-born
psychic teenage students must work together to overtake the
military and corporate pirates who are decimating the resources of
our solar system.
RECURRING CHARACTERS
The Students
CHARLIE PETRIE, 13, boyish, cheeky, Australian Aborigine,
Clairaudient (the ability to hear beyond the normal ear.) In the
desert, she navigated using SONGLINES, the traditional creator
stories that map the landscape. At Amelia’s direction, she was
kidnapped to be a HYPERSPACE NAVIGATOR for Aurora’s colonization
vessels. Until she is trained, Charlie receives too much audio
information from the humans and machines on Aurora. Charlie’s
immediate goal is to get back to Australia. Her deepest desire is
to find a FAMILY where she can be herself. In S2 she becomes
Aurora’s head of EARTHBORN HUMAN RESOURCE PROJECT (EHRP),
recruiting other psychic indigenous people to Aurora to help move
humans out of our polluted solar system.
LAURENT JONES, Chinese, 13, Clairsentient (the ability to feel
energy), born on Aurora, raised on the Agri-ship NARCISSUS, spent
her days in greenhouses talking to plants.
She joined Aurora,
when after the mysterious death of her mother, she felt a
responsibility to the future of mankind. She will make an excellent
COUNSELOR. Until she is trained, Laurent feels the emotions from
all of the living creatures on Aurora. Laurent’s deepest desire is
to use her skills to have MEANING in her life and find out why her
mother was killed. In S2 she becomes Aurora’s head of HUMAN PLANT
SYMBIOSIS (HPS), teaching humans and plants to live together in
harmony.
AMELIA GRANT, 12, Multi-Cultural, daughter of Colonel Grant,
Precognitive (the ability to know something before it happens),
born on a Military satellite outpost. As Amelia relinquishes her
need to control everyone, her ability to tune into her precognitive
dreams will become her greatest asset. When she learns to control
her gift, she will make an excellent RECON SPECIALIST. Amelia’s
deepest desire is to be recognized by her father and her peers as
GIFTED. Amelia’s immediate goal is to feel important in her
father’s eyes. In S3 she will CAPTAIN the first team into
Hyperspace.
PAVI and PAPRI, 14, non-binary twins, bio-engineered by the FLORBEN
Ambassador, (The union of Florida and Bangladesh), Telepathic (The
ability to transfer thoughts without speaking) arrive in the guise
of refugees who have not been recruited or psychic-skill verified.
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Their mission is to ensure that Florben is in control of future
space exploration. They have been trained to use their energy in
tandem in espionage and martial arts.
If they can focus their
skills on harmonic exploration, they could be Aurora’s greatest
PEACE WARRIORS. Pavi’s deepest desire is IMMORTALITY for herself
and her people. Papri’s deepest desire is to be recognized by her
father as EQUAL to Pavi. Pavi and Papri’s immediate goal is to
assist their father to take over Aurora for the Florben
Corporation.
The Faculty
OREN RAMIREZ, 82, Latino, Renegade, Visionary, Creator of the
Aurora, Telepathic (the ability to transfer thoughts without
speaking) now trapped in a non-functional body but able to affect
change only through his telepathic connection to the ship’s
computer. Because his voice is synthesized from his thoughts, he
does not use contractions. His daily battle is to keep his
vulnerable body alive and keep the military influences in check.
Due to daily computer security upgrades, there are occasional blind
spots in his sphere of influence. Oren’s deepest desire is to
survive long enough to ensure a HARMONIC future for HUMANITY.
MRS TUEHEPA, 74, Namibian, Lead Instructor, Clairvoyant (The
ability to see energy and information).
She was raised with
traditional Namibian spiritual and medical information. Mrs.
Tuehepa lived through the horrors of deprivation and war on Earth,
and now resents the military intervention but appreciates its
protection. She believes that she is the last hope in guiding her
students to a better future for mankind. She has been trained to
use her Clairvoyance to inspire her students to master their
abilities. She knows that all living creatures have intuition in
each cell of their bodies has the information to start a new world.
Mrs. Tuehepa’s deepest desire is to be LOVED.
AKIRA-SAN, 73, Japanese, Chief Maintenance Officer, Trance-medium
(The ability to channel multiple entities through one body.)
Abandoned by his mother who was disabled in the riots following
the exodus from nuclear contaminated Japan.
Oren Ramirez
befriended Akira-San when he was attempting to attend college while
living on the streets. In the guise of maintenance worker, he does
Oren’s dirty work including using his trance-mediumship to
impersonate voices. He and Mrs. Tuehepa were once in love, but now
detest each other.
His deepest desire is to PROTECT Oren and
Aurora at all costs.
The Military
CORPORAL CHIN, 22, Chinese-Latino, Launch Bay Crew, Telekinesis
(the ability to move objects without touching them). Chin keeps
his psychic ability and previous mystical martial arts training
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under wraps. In future episodes, his gift will be revealed and he
will need to reconcile his dedication to military control and his
unique psychic skill. He was Laurent’s mother’s liaison to Aurora.
COLONEL SILAS GRANT, 59, European, Psychometric (The ability to
obtain information from an object by holding it.) He is in denial
of his gift. As a non-believer in a position of power, his
untrained power leads to accidental deaths. Grant volunteered for
the Military as soon as he completed his Degree in Astro-Physics
Military Strategy. His firepower based strategies are in diametric
opposition to Mrs. Tuehepa.
Ten years ago, under political
pressure, he divorced his wife during her trial for treason in the
Bangladeshi Rebellion. He was allowed to stay her execution and
determine the location of her imprisonment, and hence owes a
lifetime debt to the Florben Ambassador. Commander Grant’s deepest
desire is FORGIVENESS.
The Corporations
FLORBEN AMBASSADOR CARLOS MICKELSON, 62, heads the largest of the
corporations that strip planets and asteroids of their resources
and pollute space. In 2080, The UN was forced to grant the five
largest corporations “Nation-status,” and include them on key
committees. The Florben corporation was formed by the billionaires
who owned global-warming flooded property in Florida and
Bangladesh and needed a new outlet for their ventures.
SEASON ONE EPISODES
S1E1 The First Twenty-Four
Charlie, a young Aboriginal Australian is kidnapped by Military
forces from her solitary desert home and taken to Aurora, an
Institute at the Moons of Jupiter, where she must refine her
psychic skills, learn to work as a team, to lead humanity from
self-destruction, or die trying. On arrival, she meets fellow new
students Laurent, Pavi and Papri as well as established students
Amelia, Grizelda, and Eduardo. She is secretly supported in her
personal growth by founding faculty Oren, Akira-San and Mrs.
Tuehepa.
S1E2 Under Their Thumb
After the murder of an officer, Aurora becomes a regimented war
machine, where student’s psychic skills are used strictly to advise
military machines. One-by-one students’ gifts are drained and
manipulated for the military that is secretly aligned with
corporations. Without human interaction, and free choice the
sensitive students devolve into despair. Oren, Akira-San and Mrs.
Tuehepa begin covert operations to free the students and provide
results that destroy the military.
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S1E3 How it all Began
Oren, Akira-San and Mrs. Tuehepa work through their past struggles
to create Aurora and create a parallel secret training program
with Charlie, Laurent, Eduardo in hopes that they will lead the
students out of darkness. They decide to bring in Amelia and
Grizelda and realize that they cannot share anything with Pavi and
Papri. Laurent, Eduardo and Corporal Chin investigate the
Narcissus. Eduardo stays and preps the Narcissus as a psychic
outpost.
S1E4 The Student Conclave
The students realize that they are being destroyed by the fight
between the military and the corporations, they meet to discuss
and implement strategies. The military gives the students the space
to attempt a security team led by Eduardo to work self-protection
energy but they fail. They recognize the need for the military but
push them off Aurora and into a ring of external locations. With
the help of Oren, Akira-San and Mrs. Tuehepa, the students begin
the process of drafting their own self-governing constitution.
S1E5 Back to the Source
Under cover of the enlarged plume of space debris, Mrs. Tuehepa
leads a secret student team to steal one of the vessels and go to
earth to collect ancient psychic practitioners from every
remaining indigenous group on the planet and create safe camps for
those escaping military/corporate rule. Charlie must convince them
to join the team. The other students freak out about being out of
a controlled environment, needing protective shoes to walk on real
soil, dealing with bugs, weather and the sun. Laurent collects
plant resources.
FUTURE SEASON ARCS
Season Two
Back on Earth for mineral resources and
discovery and
implementation of ancient methods of working energy, Charlie leads
the team to find more candidates to join the team. The team creates
mini-camp satellites that will attract and support the students in
the future. Charlie falls in love with a Shinto Buddhist girl.
Mrs. Tuehepa returns to her people in Africa and elects to stay
and die there. Charlie becomes the official leader of the Earth
Human Resource Project (ERP) and must coordinate with Grizelda as
head of all of Aurora’s Human Resources.
Season Three
Returning to Aurora, Charlie works to keep relations with the camps
on earth and keep her earth recruits with special needs happy in
space. Amelia prepares her team in earnest to leave the solar
system. Conflicts about team structure and methodologies arise
between Amelia and Charlie. The season ends with Amelia’s vessel
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leaving. Aurora will act as the hub for humans on earth to connect
with students exploring space.
Season Four
Amelia’s team travel and suffer losses along the way, learning
about teamwork under hardship and how to recruit new team members
and adapt to do many jobs and support each other. They arrive at
the edge of our solar system only to find Florben automaton ships
that have set up an offensive perimeter ring. The season ends with
Amelia returns to Aurora to save the other occupants from
destruction. Earth begins self-cleansing with weather and tectonic
movements which destroys all multi-celled plant and animal life
and wipes out all military and corporate outposts. The indigenous
psychics at the safe camps on Earth escape to Aurora.
Season Five
Gathering all survivors at Aurora and then abandoning Oren’s
damaged physical body, the students head out of the solar system
in two vessels and build a new school outpost as a hub for exploring
the Universe. The corporations have infiltrated the teams and
managed to shadow them to this location. The team has technical
difficulties and must allow the corporation to take over and
provide supplies, however this time, they believe in and use their
psychic tools to negotiate the rules of law and fair business
practices in a new constitution.
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